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Date_______________ 

Gobo’s Cake 

 

Gobo, the baker was very excited 

today. He had taken part in the 

biggest cake competition of the 

year and for that he had made the 

most wonderful cakes one had ever 

seen! 

 

With a pink square shaped cake at 

the bottom, a yellow circle cake 

over it and red jelly with 

strawberry chunks between the two layers of cake present, the entire 

cake looked absolutely stunning! Gobo had also decorated it with white 

chocolate pearls and ribbon. 

 

Gobo picked up the cake with great care and put it over the trolley. He 

pushed the trolley in the long corridor to reach the hall at the other end. 

Suddenly, the trolley got caught in the carpet and twisted all over. 

 

What happened to the cake? It fell on a tray but it had completely turned 

now, the circle layer on the top and the square one at the bottom. Gobo 

was sad but he still took it to the competition hall. 

 

And what happened there? Well, his cake was delicious and the judges 

gave him first prize for making a topsy turvy cake, which was so different 

from the rest of the bakers’ cakes. 
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Gobo’s Cake 

Answer the following questions. 

1. What does Gobo do?  

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________                                     

 

2. Why was Gobo excited today?? 

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

                            

 

3. Describe the cake Gobo had made?  

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

                              

4. Where was he taking the trolley when it fell?  

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________

                               

5. How did Gobo feel after his cake had fallen down? 

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________ 

 

6. Why was Gobo’s cake different from the rest? 

__________________________________________________

__________________________________________________ 

 

7. absolutely      8. picked 

a. completely    a. stared 

b. modern    b. lifted 

c. tiredly    c. pushed 

d. sleepily    d. stopped 


